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InuYasha is a hodgepodge of races and subcultures that begins with the titular
character, a clumsy hare demon who lives with seven other hag homies. There are
human samurai, werewolf Kikuchis, and goblins. Along the way, we get some of the
first public display of shoujo manga style high drama. The trouble comes from the
titular InuYasha, who is a set of hybrid animal powers who fights monsters for a

living, but also happens to love a human woman. His relationship with that woman,
the ghostly swordswoman Yome, is what drives the action in this show. I havent

been moved to tears by an anime in quite a while, but there are genuinely
wrenching moments in InuYasha. Of course, even watching as a hare demon, I felt a

little bit of empathy for InuYasha. InuYasha has this real sense of texture that I
doubt Ive ever witnessed in a show so young. Its a film noir, a shoujo with tentacles,
a story that somehow feels alive. Justin Sevier Bleach is a perfect amalgam of goofy

fanservice and a heartwarming narrative, effectively creating one of the funniest
manga adaptations ever made. The series revolves around the wealthy

Shinsengumi, a group of elite samurai that performs a service for the government.
Their mission is to keep order and ensure the safety of the citizenry, which often
means hanging traditional Japanese culture and beliefs on their sword. The series

takes place during the Meiji Restoration, a seismic shift in Japanese culture that saw
the otaku movement take off. Here we see the anime zeitgeist of yankii (otaku) self-

expression transition into a real social movement. The shows action-heavy and
comedic, but its sequences of death and gore punctuated by the lightheartedness

of a goofy gang of heroes are how Bleach transcends its setting to appeal to a wider
audience. Its one of the first shows to feature a female protagonist in a prominent

role, and created the modern-day premise for the likes of Hanasaku Iroha and
Shakugan no Shana. There is a real, fanatical emotional investment in the

characters, not just the dichotomy between their clashing points of view. It makes
for something delightfully entertaining, even despite its gore. Jessica Salyers
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